Product Fact Sheet

Wiley Digital Archives is a continuous program of new
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products, or collections, that are comprised of unique
and rare historical primary sources, digitized from leading
societies, libraries, and archives around the world. Through
this program, these previously untapped original research
materials are made institutionally accessible in ways that tie
directly to research capabilities and outcomes and further
educational goals.

What can Wiley Digital Archives offer to your institution?
•

Offers a richer, holistic scholarly record,

Adds historical context to various subjects

enabling researchers and students to

that contain primary research and data

gain a closer understanding, or even

which may have shaped the evolution of

reinterpretation, of published journal

the sciences, across a range of disciplines

articles or scientific conclusions
•

•

•

Brings a wealth of material into view

Provides access to primary source

for faculty, researchers, and students

materials that may be otherwise difficult

alike, altering the competitive research

to incorporate into day-to-day, campus-

landscape, and reshaping the nature of

based research

education in these fields.

Range of research collateral formats that are included, but not limited to:
•

Manuscripts

•

Fieldwork

•

Reports

•

Maps

•

Correspondence

•

Grey Literature

•

Administrative Records •

Photographs

•

Ephemera

•

Periodicals

•

Illustrations

•

Books

•

Data

•

Proceedings

•

Blueprints

•

Monographs

•

Personal Papers

•

Newspapers

Learn more at wileydigitalarchives.com
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Collection spans from 1817-2009
Approximately 200,000 images spread across 41 collections
New York Academy of Sciences,
originally founded as the Lyceum of
Natural History in the City of New
Yorks mission is to drive innovative
solutions to society’s challenges
by advancing scientific research,
education and policy. At 200 years
old, it is among the oldest scientific
organizations in the United States,
and while it has become not only
an enduring cultural institution in
New York, but also one of the most
significant organization in the global
scientific community.

•

Natural Sciences

•

Botany

•

Climate Science

•

Chemistry

•

Civil/Human Rights

•

Ecology

•

Environmental Studies

•

Forestry

•

Geosciences

•

Natural History

•

North American Studies

•

Education in the Sciences

•

Caribbean Studies

•

Medical Research

•

And more

Collection spans from 1839-1967
Approximately 1,000,000 images
The Royal Anthropological
Institute of Great Britain and
Ireland (RAI) is the world’s longestestablished scholarly association
dedicated to the furtherance of
anthropology in its broadest and
most inclusive sense.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Anthropology
Colonial History
Cultural Studies
Photography
Religion
Art
Dance

•

Area Studies

•

Archaeology

•

Ethnic Studies

•

Geography

•

Gender Studies

•

And more

To enable researchers to find the information they need, the Wiley Digital Archives platform can:
•

Intuitive interface – no need for an extensive
user guide

•

Full-text searchability for printed documents

•

Collections are browseable at archive, collection,
box, and folder levels, maintaining the original
structure of the archive and keeping some of the
serendipity in archives research

•

Headers, names, places, dates, and core metadata
for handwritten documents are keyed in by-hand

•

Exportable datasets — charts, tables, statistics,
even from handwritten fieldwork notes can be
exported to .CSV/Excel formats with one simple
click for ease of use and interpolation with other
datasets

Learn more at wileydigitalarchives.com

•

Visualized search results

•

Enhanced metadata

•

Downloadable Optical Character Recognition
(OCR) text

•

Term frequency, chronology, and analysis tools

•

Content is available as data for textual analysis,
data mining, and other types of computational or
algorithmic analysis

•

Geo-tagged historical maps, allowing researchers
to search or visually browseable by region and
country, regardless of language or chronology

